Wellbarrier®
Illustration Tool
An element of safety

Reduce risk – prepare high
quality well barrier illustrations!

Wellbarrier® Illustration Tool
A web-based digital state-of-the-art application to
document how wells are safeguarded.

How do you safeguard your wells?
The Wellbarrier Illustration Tool helps you visualize your wells and
the well barrier elements, with related qualifying and monitoring requirements. It gives you a clear and common understanding on safeguarding
and maintaining the integrity of your wells.
Visualise your well barriers
• Show clearly the elements used to build the barrier envelopes
• Make sure everyone sees the same picture
• Present graphics and language in a consistent manner
Share and communicate
• Share well barrier information in one common well library
• Present information in morning and engineering meetings
• Discuss well barrier challenges in risk assessment meetings
Document
• Update the well barrier status in all stages from planning to P&A
• Verify the illustration using an electronic verification function
• Provide easy access to well barrier information at any time

Wellbarrier® Illustration Tool

A user-friendly holistic solution to simplify the documentation process, and improve productivity and
quality.
Standardized, industrialized global solution
• Easy access over the web
• Used by more than 2500 users in 40 countries worldwide
• Used for approximately 40,000 drilling and well operations
• Full well life cycle coverage
• Nearly 200 sample illustrations available
Simplified, less effort
• Effective production of illustrations and documentation
• Intuitive and easy to use
• Automatic barrier element listing
• Easy access to NORSOK/company EAC tables
• Electronic verification function
• All your well barrier illustrations in a shareable library
• Easy implementation in the organization
Improved productivity and quality
• Create accurate illustrations in minutes, not hours
• High quality consistent graphics and language
• Database solution offers data re-use and consistency
• Company Best Practice document can be prepared
• Experience transfer and continuous improvement

Make it a company commitment

Be prepared – use the Wellbarrier Illustration Tool
The Wellbarrier Illustration Tool incorporates the barrier definitions that
embrace the two-barrier principle as a core component of establishing
well barriers.

The Wellbarrier Illustration Tool can be used in all phases of a well.

Establishing well barriers

When penetrating the natural barrier – the caprock,
this must be replaced by barriers.

Well barrier definitions

Two barrier philosophy

In addition to the primary barrier, it is desired to have
a secondary barrier in place, to provide redundancy
should a primary barrier element fail.

Primary barrier is starting at the point where
the well penetrates the natural barrier. The
primary barrier is the one that is in direct contact with the pressure source and prevents
flow of formation fluid.
When you penetrate the reservoir and set a
casing/liner, you will need to establish barriers
both internally and externally to the installed
casing/liner.
Secondary barrier is an independent redundancy. The defined secondary barrier is not
necessarily barrier number two in a sequence,
but is always shown in its last stage, typically
with closure of a blind seal ram or master
valve.
There also needs to be a secondary barrier
external to the casing/liner in the well.
How the individual barrier elements are verified and monitored must be clearly communicated.
It should be noted that in order to activate the
secondary well barrier envelope, a deliberate
activation of an element must be completed.

The secondary barrier consists of connected barrier elements outside
the primary barrier, forming a “hat-over-hat” arrangement that is strong
enough to contain the well pressure.
This is possible for most well operations, with the exception of intervention in live wells with pressure at surface. Some elements will then be
a part of both the primary and secondary barrier and as such become
common barrier elements. When this occurs, risk mitigation measures
must be implemented.

Managing wells consists of several elements

The well barrier illustration is used as a core for several outputs in different contexts.

Well Barrier Schematics

Well barrier vs. pressure plot

The well barrier illustration can be aligned with a pore
and fracture pressure plot to confirm formation strength
at critical points in the well.

Well barrier illustration and listing of barrier elements in
the well with qualification and monitoring details.
Field

: Project

Well design pressure xxx bar

Well

: Brochure

Reservoir pressure xxx bar

Schematic : WB 4.2.d-a rev.0

Prepared By : Evy Eikås

Date

Verified By :

: 01.Nov.2015

Platform production well
primary - secondary example
Well handed over to owner
Primary well barrier
Element

As built

Monitoring

SCSSV

Inflow tested to xxx bar

Frequent inflow test to xx
bar

Tubing

Pressure tested to xxx bar

A-annulus pressure

Production packer

Pressure tested to xxx bar

A-annulus pressure

Production casing

Pressure tested to xxx bar
with x.xx sg fluid

B-annulus pressure

Liner top packer

Pressure tested to xxx bar

Not applicable

Liner

Pressure tested to xxx bar
with x.xx sg fluid

Not accessible

Liner cement

Formation test, job
performance or bond log

Not accessible

Secondary well barrier
Element

As built

Monitoring

Surface production tree
with PMV

Pressure tested to xxx bar

Pressure anomaly

Wellhead annulus access
valve

Pressure tested to xxx bar

Pressure anomaly

Wellhead

Pressure tested to xxx bar

External observation

Production casing hanger

Pressure tested to xxx bar

B-annulus pressure

Production casing

Pressure tested to xxx bar
with x.xx sg fluid

B-annulus pressure

Production casing cement

Formation test, job
performance or bond log

B-annulus pressure

Formation (in-situ)

Quote tested or prognosis
strength

Not accessible

Healthy well, no or minor issue
Note: Tubing PBR to be equipped with relief valve or have documented ability to
withstand thermal expansion of trapped fluid. Production casing to have
qualified cement at production packer setting depth. Otherwise
compensating measures for production casing common barrier element shall
be implemented.

By using horizontal cross reference lines and drawing gradient lines on
the pressure plot we are able to verify robustness or identify weaknesses
in the well barrier definitions. This offers a clear highlight to a number
of activity scenarios throughout the life cycle of the well; casing setting
depth, dual gradient drilling, managed pressure drilling, plug and packer
setting depth, gas-lift and injection scenarios, plug and abandonment.

Application

Applying the Wellbarrier® Illustration Tool in your work
From a well integrity management perspective, it is paramount to have a firm
reference to elements that are included in the well integrity assessment. The
identification of the well barrier elements is an obvious starting point
including critical items such as cement and formation strength.
The Well Barrier Schematic (WBS) is the backbone of the Wellbarrier
Illustration Tool. It clearly shows the well barrier definitions. It can be used in
all phases of a well’s life cycle, illustrating wells in operation. All illustration
can be presented as a sequential activity that shows work progress, as part
of a sequence diagram.
The following pages feature a sequence of illustrations to show how you
can build and apply well barrier illustrations to help you manage and safeguard your wells throughout their entire life cycles.

Try our Demo for Free
Subscribe to the Wellbarrier Illustration Tool for a lean, effective method to
organize your well barrier descriptions and data with associated products.
For a free trial, you can request a demo access today:
www.wellbarrier.com/request-demo

Drilling top hole without BOP

Drilling intermediate casing section

Running intermediate casing

Nipple down BOP on spool wellhead

Drilling production casing
section

Running production casing

Drilling reservoir section

Running production liner

Running completion string

Nipple down BOP

Well perforated ready for operation

Running wireline

Running coiled tubing

Well plugged and abandoned

About us

Wellbarrier was established in 2007 to
provide customized well barrier illustrations
to the oil and gas industry. Wellbarrier’s
strong association with the development of
NORSOK D-010 and Well Barrier Schematic forms are well recognized in the tool.
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